
     ince its inception, GL has been building Networks in all the
countries where it has worked. By the time of the summit, GL
had helped to initiate eight Gender and Media (GEM) Networks
around the region. The Summit opened the possibility of
broadening these networks even further by creating an umbrella
organisation of institutions and individuals committed to promoting
gender equality in and through the media.

Structure and membership

Members of the Gender and Media Southern African (GEMSA)
Network include the Media Institute of Southern Africa and its
country chapters; Gender Links and affiliated gender and media
networks in eight countries; the Federation of African Media
Women and country affiliates; editors forums; media training
institutions; media NGOs including the media monitoring projects
in the region; NGOs that promote gender justice and media
practitioners.

The network is overseen by a committee that consists of country
representatives; representatives of the different interest groups
and an executive committee with a Chair, Deputy Chair, Treasurer
and Secretary. Members will meet every two years. The Secretariat
of GEMSA is currently hosted by Gender Links.

Since its inception, GEMSA has gone on a vigorous membership
drive. At the time of writing, GEMSA had 140 individual, and
nine institutional, members. Its executive committee had met
three times and its broader committee twice. The organisation
had been registered and started to raise funds in its own name.
Country chapters had started to look into how they could register.

POA

The GEMSA Exco went through the original POA emanating from
the summit and narrowed this down to a manageable set of
priorities.

”CREDO has had an excellent partnership experience with
Gender Links, other colleagues in the GEMSA network and the
Southern African Gender Protocol Alliance.  Indeed it would
not be out of place to say that gender equality work in Southern
Africa would be the poorer without the contributions of Gender
Links – both as an independent organisation and through
GEMSA and the Alliance.”
Rotimi Sankore, Coordinator CREDO.

I have interacted with GL on various projects including the
GMMP, AR, Mirror on the Media, MAP reference group, etc.
GL organises good training sessions and workshops. They
should be more flexible; i.e. starting time 09h00 rather than
08h00 or 08h30. In terms of accommodation, I would appreciate
a place with a bar where one can relax after hours. I have been
very frank and fair in my responses thank you.
Tom Mapesela , Information and Research Officer MISA Lesotho
Secretary: GEMSA

GL is doing a fantastic job in advancing women in the region
and helping to establish GEMSA in SADC countries. It would
be good in the future to bring in West African countries to
GEMSA Network.
Sarry Xoagus-Eises, GEMSA-Namibia

Gender Links is like our parent organization. It is thanks to this
NGO that we have our own association, we are part of the
GEMSA Network. I think that Gender Links is a very good
facilitator, and organiser of workshops and the Summit. I have
attended some very good workshops organised by Gender
Links. I hope that this aspect will develop further in the future.
I think that Gender Links delivers what it is suppose to do, the
office is efficient, with professional staff members. Keep up the
good work.
Sharon Thelemaque, Gem Plus Association of Seychelles

Working with Gender Links has been empowering.  It is a
progressive and results-oriented gender and media organisation
from which I have learnt valuable lessons.  My work has never
been the same again since I made first contact with this great
team.  Keep up the good work Colleen and your team - making
every voice count.
Loveness Jambaya , MMPZ; GEMSA - Zimbabwe representative 

What our partners say
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By Janet Zeenat Karim*

Many people, men and women too, ask why the Gender and
Media Southern Africa (GEMSA) network bothers to involve
men when it is the very same men that have caused such
movements as GEMSA to be launched in the first place.

“Don’t waste my time defending your position. There is no
acceptable rationale for including men in the organization. Men
have sidelined women, why should women include men in
their programs?” one email to me from beyond the region said.

Another critic of GEMSA’s approach and stand on male
involvement said that the organisation was just using men to
gain a foothold where the women cannot penetrate.

Gender activists in the SADC region and beyond have long
accepted that men as well as women need to be involved as
equal partners in the struggle for gender equality. Leaving men
out of the gender equation is like trying to clap with one hand.
It can’t be done.

“If we leave the men behind, we will have to come back
and pull them along. By involving men, we are shortening the
time lag and bringing in the two dimensions
to the equation,” says   South African Deputy
President Phumzile Mlambo Ngcuka.

Men comprised about one third of the 184
participants who took part in the GEM
Summit. They are also one third of the
GEMSA committee and two fifths of the
executive committee.

Since 2004, GEMSA has spear-headed a
series of cutting–edge research and projects
in Southern Africa which have two major
objectives: to engender the mainstream
media, and to build a strong research,
monitoring and advocacy base across

Southern Africa involving various
stake-holders to keep hold the
media accountable on gender
concerns. Slogans have been many
with the one running through all
of them being “Making every voice
count and counting that it does.”

Engendering mainstream media
entails without saying, engaging
with the captains of the trade, the majority of who happen to
be men. A close second to this is the desire to resist the creation
of a woman’s ghetto. The inclusion of men in GEMSA provides
men and women to fight each other’s battles.

GEMSA membership boasts of women and men working in the
media and gender NGOs. Notable among the male membership
on the media side are editors, journalists, radio and television
personalities such as directors, news anchorpersons and
institutional directors. On the civil society side there are civic
and political leaders.

These men have bought into the GEMSA
and have become some of the most vocal
advocates for greater gender balance and
sensitivity in the media. They have proudly
taken part in the many projects and
campaigns that GEMSA and other partners
and stakeholders have embarked upon.

(*Janet Karim served as the founding
Network Manager of GEMSA but had to
return to her home country Malawi. She
remains an active member of the Network.)

in the region and plans to engage with media regulatory authorities.
GEMSA is also an active member of the Media Action Plan on
HIV/AIDS and Gender. Media trainers in GEMSA have formed
a training sub-committee that is working collaboratively to
mainstream gender in media training.

Next steps

GL is proud to see the nucleus of gender and media networks
grow into a powerful movement for social change. GL is committed
to continuing to support GEMSA as the network grows in numbers
and in autonomy.
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As a network, GEMSA’s key strength lies in its ability to mobilise
large numbers of people. GEMSA has taken on a number of
advocacy campaigns, including the Sixteen Days of Activism and
the SADC 2005 campaign. IT training workshops supported by
NIZA have provided members with practical networking skills.
They have also helped to recruit more members. At the time of
writing GEMSA was preparing to start its own website with pages
for each country chapter that will be maintained by them.

Another area in which GEMSA has been active is in collaborative
research projects such as the audit of the SADC Declaration on
Gender and Development and its Addendum on Eradicating
Violence Against Women. GEMSA country representatives also
participated in the GMMP.

On the policy front, GEMSA is conducting an audit on how
gender is integrated into policies and laws that govern the media
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